
Committed to  
a clean energy  
future



GLP has launched a number of initiatives to offer 

renewable energy solutions on our global logistics 

real estate portfolio, including rooftop solar, wind 

assets and energy storage solutions.

To date, GLP has installed over 700 MW of  

solar rooftops globally which can generate  

~540 Gigawatt hours (GWh) annually which  

is equivalent to the annual electricity demand  

to power ~2.1M homes.

GLP Europe’s ecosystem of renewable energy solutions 
enables customers to reduce costs and carbon footprint, 

while increasing reliability

Accelerating  
the clean energy  
transition for our  
customers

Our existing growing rooftop and ground-mounted solar PV portfolio is targeted to  

reach 2GW capacity by 2024. In addition, GLP is set to create an exciting holistic ecosystem 

of solutions across the entire renewable energy value chain, including 1GW+ of planned 

wind assets by 2024 and 10TWh+ planned Electric Vehicle charging network.

Heat pumps enable 
more efficient and clean 
heating & cooling

Green electricity is exported 
to and imported from the grid 
as needed

Battery storage increases 
local utilisation of solar PV, 
while increasing reliability

On-site chargers for EVs, with 
flexible and optimized charging 
and discharging (V2X)

Rooftop solar PV produces valuable 
green electricity locally
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GLP investments and assets are managed exclusively by  

GLP Capital Partners, a global alternative asset manager.  

This partnership gives GLP an advantage to operate  

arm-in-arm with a platinum standard investment manager 

with a rich operator history.

GLP Capital Partners is focussed on fast-growing new  

economy sectors, the same sectors where GLP is building  

businesses and operating assets, all designed for a  

sustainable future.  

 

GLP Capital Partners has a proven 10-year track record of 

investing in both renewable assets and leading clean energy 

platforms.  

 

GLP Capital Partners established a solar joint venture with 

Brookfield Asset Management with a solar joint venture  

platform; has a joint venture with CATL, a leading global 

battery manufacturer and finally, collaborate with YKC,  

a leading Electric Vehicle charging network provider.

In Europe, regulatory action, intensive corporate  
decarbonisation and electrification of industry  
has created an attractive backdrop to execute  
GLP’s pan-European proprietary solar PV pipeline 
with a potential of 500MW in the coming years.



GLP has assembled a highly experienced and dedicated team  
to lead this important programme. 

 Stefano Fissolo -  Senior Director,
  is responsible for leading GLP’s onsite renewable 

energy business by deploying rooftop solar, battery 
storage, electric vehicle infrastructure and other 
cleantech applications.

 Manuel Gallio - Director, Asset Management,   
   is responsible for managing GLP Clean Energy’s 

portfolio of assets throughout their life cycle, ma-
naging technical and ESG due diligence, driving the 
adoption of best practices and new technologies.

 Pablo Martinez - Director, Business Development,  
  is focused on originating and developing renewables 

projects and creating the offering suite of onsite and 
offsite power purchase agreements for GLP Clean 
Energy customers.

  Tobias Christaller - Vice President, Investments,  
  is responsible for executing and forming GLP Clean 

Energy’s investment and financing strategies.

  Servando Tirado – Investment Associate 
  is responsible for supporting the team on all  

investments and related activities

Meet the  
GLP Clean Energy team

Our ecosystem of renewable energy solutions  
addresses the growing and imperative needs of  
our customers to access clean energy.
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